
COMPUTING THE MULTIPLICATIVE GROUP OF RESIDUECLASS RINGSFLORIAN HESS, SEBASTIAN PAULI, AND MICHAEL E. POHSTAbstract. Let k be a global �eld with maximal order ok and let m0 be anideal of ok. We present algorithms for the computation of the multiplicativegroup (ok=m0)� of the residue class ring ok=m0 and the discrete logarithmtherein based on the explicit representation of the group of principal units[Has80]. We show how these algorithms can be combined with other methods[Coh00] in order to obtain more e�cient algorithms. They are applied tothe computation of the ray class group Clmk modulo m = m0m1, where m1denotes a formal product of real in�nite places, and also to the computationof the conductor of ideal class groups and of the discriminant of class �elds.1. IntroductionLet k be a global �eld with ring of integers ok and let m0 be an ideal of ok. Wedescribe how a basis of the multiplicative group (ok=m0)� can be computed andhow the discrete logarithm problem in (ok=m0)� can be solved.Let Qpjm0 pmp be the decomposition of m0 into a product of prime ideals. Thenthe unit group (ok=m0)� of the residue class ring ok=m0 satis�es(ok=m0)� �= Ypjm0(ok=pmp)�:Hence, the computation of (ok=m0)� is reduced to the computation of all (ok=pm)�.For non-zero prime ideals p of ok the completion of k with respect to the corre-sponding non-archimedian exponential valuation vp is denoted by kp. Let op denotethe valuation ring of kp with unique maximal ideal bp. Then(ok=pm)� �= (op=bpm)� �= (op=bp)��(1+bp)=(1+bpm) �= (ok=p)��(1+p)=(1+pm):In order to determine (ok=pm)� we therefore compute (o=p)� and (1+ p)=(1+ pm).Algorithms for the computation of a primitive element of the residue class �eld(ok=p)� are contained in the literature, for instance a method by Gauss in [PZ89].For a survey of algorithms for the discrete logarithm in the �nite �eld (ok=p)� werefer the reader to [SWD].In section 3 we present a method for the computation of a basis of (1+p)=(1+pm)[Pau96] which is derived from the explicit representation of the principal units (orone-units) of a local �eld as described in [Has80, chapter 15].In section 4 we present an algorithm for the computation of (1+ p)=(1+ pm) byH. Cohen, M. Olivier and F. Diaz y Diaz [CDO96, CDO98, Coh00] that exploitsthe isomorphism(1 + pk)=(1 + pl) �= (pk=pl)+; for k subject to k � l � 2k:They compute successively generators and relations for the groups (1+pki)=(1+pli)with ki = 2i < m; li = min(2i+1;m) and combine these.1



2 FLORIAN HESS, SEBASTIAN PAULI, AND MICHAEL E. POHSTIn section 5 we describe how the p-adic logarithm and the Artin-Hasse logarithmcan be used to solve the discrete logarithm problem. This is described in detail in[Coh00, chapter 4].In section 6 we present an e�cient algorithms for the computation of a basis ofthe group of principal units and for the discrete logarithm combining methods fromsections 3, 4, and 5.Applications of these algorithms to the computation of ray class groups and theirconductors and the discriminants and signatures of the respective ray class �eldsare presented in sections 7 and 8. Section 10 contains several examples.2. NotationThroughout the paper a �nite abelian group G is presented by a column vectorg 2 Gm, whose entries form a system of generators for G, and by a matrix ofrelations M 2 Zm�n of rank m, such that vT g = 0 for v 2 Zm if and only if v isan integral linear combination of the rows of M . We note that for every a 2 Gthere is a v 2 Zm satisfying a = vTg. If g1; : : : ; gm is a basis of G, M is usuallya diagonal matrix. Algorithms for calculations with �nite abelian groups can befound in [Coh00] and [Sim94]. If G is a multiplicative abelian group, then vTg isan abbreviation for gv11 � � � gvmm .We denote the degree of k over Q by n. We denote an integral basis of the ringof integers ok of k by a vector w 2 okn. A matrix representation of an ideal a � okis a matrix A 2 Zn�n such that Aw is a Z basis of a. If p � ok is a prime ideal wewrite e for the rami�cation index and f for the inertia degree of p.For the complexity considerations we �x the following notations. Let R be a ringand a an ideal of R.� We denote by Ma the number of bit operations needed for multiplying twoelements in R modulo a.� Let a; b 2 R. The number of bit operations needed for �nding an elementq 2 R with a � q � b mod a is denoted by Da.� The number of bit operations for multiplying a k�l-matrix with a l�m-matrixover a ring R is denoted by MR(k; l;m).� Denote by TR(n) the number of bit operations required for triangularizing an� n matrix over the ring R.� Let A be a matrix in Zn�n whose coe�cients are bounded by a. We denote bySa the number of bit operations needed to compute the Smith Normal FormS of A and transformation matrices TL and TR such that S = TLATR.3. Principal UnitsIn the sequel we present several results about principal units (also called one-units), for details we refer to [Has80, chapter 15], and apply these to the compu-tation of the multiplicative group of residue class rings [Pau96]. We assume thatp is the unique rational prime contained in p. An element �� 2 1 + bp is called aprincipal unit of level �, i� �� � 1 mod bp� . Every principal unit � 2 1 + bp hasa unique representation � = Q1�=1(1 + a���), where the a� are from a �xed set ofrepresentatives of op=bp and � 2 p n p2. The groups (1 + bpm)=(1 + bpm+1) areisomorphic to (op=bp)+.The p-th power rule yields that the p-th powers of principal units generators ofa level are generators for principal units of further levels.



COMPUTING THE MULTIPLICATIVE GROUP OF RESIDUE CLASS RINGS 3Theorem 3.1 (p-th power rule). Let e be the rami�cation index of bp and �� �1+ a�� mod bp�+1, where a is in op. Let p = ��e" be the factorisation of p where" is a unit. Then the p{th power of �� satis�es�p� � 8><>: 1 + ap�p� mod� bpp�+1 if � < ep�1 ;1 + (ap � "a)�p� mod� bpp�+1 if � = ep�1 ;1 � "a��+e mod� bp�+e+1 if � > ep�1 :The maps h1 : a+bp 7�! ap+bp and h3 : a+bp 7�! �"a+bp are automorphisms of(op=bp)+, whereas h2 : a+ bp 7�! ap� "a+ bp is in general only a homomorphism.This has the following consequence. If �1� ; : : : ; �f� is a system of generators forthe level � < ep�1 (for the level � > ep�1 ), then �p1� ; : : : ; �pf� is a system of generatorsfor the level p� (for the level � + e). Levels based on the level � = ep�1 need to bediscussed separately.Lemma 3.2. The kernel of h2 is of order 1 or p.The systems of generators for the levels � � ep�1 + e = pep�1 are obtained fromthe systems of generators for the levels �0 < pep�1 . The systems of generators forthe levels � with p j � are obtained from systems of generators for lower levels. Wede�ne the set of fundamental levels Fe of bp byFe :=�� j 0 < � < pep�1 ; p - �	:All levels can be obtained from the fundamental levels via the substitutions pre-sented above. Note that the cardinality of Fe is e.The next statement is deduced from the basis representation of the principalunits in Hasse's book [Has80, p. 238]. The proof also gives an algorithm for solvingthe discrete logarithm problem in (1 + p)=(1 + pm).Theorem 3.3 (Basis Representation, case I). Ifi.) (p� 1) does not divide e orii.) h2 is an isomorphism oriii.) m < ep�1 holds,then the class [�] 2 (1 + bp)=(1 + bpm) has the basis representation[�] = Y�2Fe fYi=1[�i� ]ai� (0 � ai� < ord([�i� ])) :The �i� are given in the form �i� = 1+ !i�� for a �xed set of representatives of aZ=pZ - basis !1; : : : ; !f of op=bp in op. The order of �i� is ord([�i� ]) = ps� withs� = � 0; � � ms1� + s2� + 1; � < ms1� = ( blogp m�1� c; m � pep�1blogp pe�(p�1)c; m > pep�1s2� = ( 0; m � pep�1bm�1��s1�e c; m > pep�1 :



4 FLORIAN HESS, SEBASTIAN PAULI, AND MICHAEL E. POHSTProof. We begin by computing the orders of the �i� and show that we have a basisrepresentation afterwards.If � � m, then ord([�i� ]) = 1 holds. For � < m � pep�1 the generators of thefundamental level � 2 Fe are generators of the levels ps1� , where s1 2 Z>0 withps1� < m.We now look for the maximal s1� ful�lling the last inequality. With ps1�� � m�1we get s1� = blogp(m�1� )c. Hence ps1�� is the maximal level (1+ bp)=(1+ bpm) forwhich �i� is a system of generators. With the p-th power rule and the choice of s1�we get �ps1�+1i� � 1 mod bpm. Hence the order of the class [�i� ] in (1+bp)=(1+bpm)is ps1�+1.Form > pep�1 the �i� are the generators of the levels ps1�+s2e where s1; s2 2 Z>0satisfy ps1�+s2e < m and ps1� < pep�1 . We are looking for the maximal level, whosegenerators are p-th powers of �i� . As above s1� is calculated for m = pep�1 . Thenps1�� + s2e � m� 1 holds and we get s2� = bm�1�ps1� �e c for the maximal s2� forwhich the inequality holds. As above the order of [�i� ] is increased by a power of pand we obtain s� = s1� + s2� + 1.We show by induction on m that we indeed have a basis representation. Let!1; : : : ; !f be �xed representatives Z=pZ-basis of op=bp in op and � 2 1 + bp. Wedenote the class of � in (1 + bp)=(1 + bpk) by [�]k.We start with the case (p � 1) - e. The class of � in (1 + bp)=(1 + bp2) has thebasis representation� � Y�2Fe fYi=1(1+!i��)ai� mod bp2 �0 � ai� < ord([1 + !i�� ]1) = � 1; � 6= 1p; � = 1 � :Next we assume that the basis representation of [�]k in (1+ bp)=(1+ bpk) is knownfor k < m:� � Y�2Fe fYi=1(1 + !i��)ai� mod bpk (0 � ai� < ord([1 + !i�� ]k)):We construct b11; : : : ; bfe satisfying� � Y�2Fe fYi=1(1 + !i��)bi� mod bpk+1 (0 � bi� < ord([1 + !i�� ]k+1)):Let �0 2 Fe be the fundamental level for k. There exist s1; s3 with s1 = maxfs 2Z j �0ps < min(k; pep�1 )g and k = �0ps1 + s3e. Then�0 = �Q�2FeQfi=1(1 + !i��)ai�is a principal unit of level k. Let !01; : : : ; !0f subject to !0i = hs33 (hs11 (!i)). Thereexist c1; : : : ; cf with 0 � ci < p with�0 � fYi=1(1 + !0i�k)ci mod bpk+1 :



COMPUTING THE MULTIPLICATIVE GROUP OF RESIDUE CLASS RINGS 5Hence, we obtain� � Y�2Fe fYi=1(1 + !i��)ai� fYi=1(1 + !0i�k)ci mod bpk+1 :The !i were chosen to satisfy (1 + !i��0)ps1+s2 � (1 + !0i�k) mod bpk+1, and weconclude fYi=1(1 + !0i�k)ci � fYi=1(1 + !0i��0)cips1+s2 mod bpk+1:With bi� := � ai� ; � 6= �0ai� + cips1+s2 ; � = �0 we �nally get the representation� � Y�2Fe fYi=1(1+!i��)bi� mod bpk+1 �0 � bi� < � ord([1 + !i�� ]k); � 6= �0p ord([1 + !i�� ]k); � = �0 � :The generators of the level �0 are the generators of the new level k. It follows fromthe p-th power rule that the order of (1+!i��0) increases by the factor p and thatthe orders of the other generators do not change.In case (p� 1) j e the proof is analogous, we just need to use a di�erent isomor-phism, h2 : ! 7! p! � "!, to proceed from level ep�1 to level pep�1 .Proposition 3.4. In case I (see theorem 3.3) a basis of (1 + p)=(1 + p)m can becomputed in O�ef log pep�1Mpm� bit operations.The multiplicative groups (1+bp)=(1+bpm) and (1+p)=(1+pm) are isomorphicand since we chose � and !1; : : : ; !f in ok, the generators of (1+ bp)=(1+ bpm) aregenerators of (1 + p)=(1 + pm).Hence a basis of the group (1 + p)=(1 + pm) can be computed easily if (p � 1)does not divide e or h2 is an isomorphism or m < ep�1 holds. The proof of theorem3.3 above yields an algorithm for solving the discrete logarithm problem in (1 +p)=(1 + pm).Algorithm 3.5 (Discrete logarithm, principal units, case I).Input: � 2 1 + p, ok, p � ok, e, f , p, m 2 Z>0, a basis (�11; : : : ; �fe) of(1 + p)=(1 + pm) and a system of representatives (!1; � � � ; !n) ofa Z=pZ-basis of ok=p in ok as in theorem 3.3.Output: a 2 Zef such that [aT (�11; : : : ; �fe)] = [�].� Set a 0 2 Zfe.� For all levels 1 � � < m do:� Find base level �0 of �.� Compute the number of substitutions s1; s2; s3.� Set !0i  hs33 (hs22 (hs11 (!i))) for i = 1; : : : ; f .� Find c1; : : : ; cf , such that (� � 1)=�� �Pfi=1 ci!0i mod p.� Replace a1�0  a1�0 + ps1+s2+s3c1; : : : ; af�0  af�0 + ps1+s2+s3cf .� Replace �  �=Qfi=1 �ps1+s2+s3cii�0 .� Return a.



6 FLORIAN HESS, SEBASTIAN PAULI, AND MICHAEL E. POHSTFor each computation of the discrete logarithm with algorithm 3.5 the val-ues hs33 (hs22 (hs11 (!i))) and �ps1+s2+s3i� have to be computed. This can be done inO�f(mef log pMpm� and O(mMpm) bit operations respectively.Assuming the data above is known algorithm 3.5 returns the discrete logarithmof � 2 (1 + p)=(1 + p)m in O�m(Dpmok + TFp(f) + f log p �Mpm)� bit operations.If (p � 1) divides e and h2 is not an isomorphism the generators of the levelep�1 are not a complete system of generators for the level pep�1 . In order to obtainthe generators of the level e=(p� 1) the substitution h1 is applied p�0�1 times tothe generators of the fundamental step e0 where p�0�1(p � 1)e0 = e and p doesnot divide e0. Since the order of the kernel of h2 is p in this case, we can �nd aZ=pZ - basis !1; : : : ; !f with !p�01 � "!p�0�11 � 0 mod p, so that !p�01 generates thekernel of h2. To complete the system of generators for the level pep�1 , we introducean additional generator !� of ok=p which is not contained in the image of h2. Ifxp � "x � !� mod p has no solution, then !� is not contained in the image of h2.Theorem 3.6 (Unique Representation, case II). Let (p � 1) j e and h2 not be anisomorphism. Choose e0 and �0 such that e = p�0�1(p� 1)e0 and p does not dividee0. Let !1; : : : ; !f be a Z=pZ - basis of ok=p in ok subject to !p�01 � "!p�0�11 �0 mod p. Choose !� 2 ok such that xp � "x � !�mod p has no solution. Then theclass [�] 2 (1 + p)=(1 + pm) has the unique representation[�] = Y�2Fe fYi=1[�i� ]ai� [��]a� 0@ 0 � a1e0 < p�00 � ai� < ord([�i� ]) for (i; �) 6= (1; e0)0 � a� < ord([��]) 1Awith �i� = 1 + !i�� and �� = 1 + !��p�0enul. The corresponding orders areord([�i� ]) = ps� for (i; �) 6= (1; e0) and ord([��]) = ps�+1, respectively, wheres� = bm�1�p�0e0e c and s� is as de�ned in theorem 3.3.Proof. By the choice of !1 and !� the representation is unique. The order of [��]is obtained as follows. e0 and �0 were chosen subject to pep�1 = p�0e0, therefore�� = 1 + !0�p�0e0 is a principal unit of level p�0e0. The p-th powers of [��] arecontained in the systems of generators of the levels p�0e0 + se. The maximal non{negative s satisfying p�0e0 + se � m� 1 is s� = bm�1�p�0e0e c.We remark that we do not necessarily get a basis representation, since the orderof �1e0 is in general not p�0 . However, in many cases the unique representation isa basis representation.Corollary 3.7 (Basis Representation, case IIa). If (p� 1) j e and the kernel of h2is not trivial andi.) p � 3 and m � 2e orii.) p > 3 and (p� 1)m � (p+ 1)e,the unique representation in theorem 3.6 is a basis representation. In that case wehave ord([�1e0 ]) = p�0 .Proof. Let � = ep�1 = p�0�1e0 and � = �p�0�11e0 = (1 + !1�e0)p�0�1 , then � �1 + a�� mod p�+1 holds. We determine the maximal exponent m for which thecongruence �p � 1 mod pm holds. With the p-th power rule and the choice of !1



COMPUTING THE MULTIPLICATIVE GROUP OF RESIDUE CLASS RINGS 7we get �p � 1 mod pp�+1. Comparing the summands with larger powers of p, theproof of the p-th power rule in [Has80, p. 229] shows thatm � min(2� + e; (p� 1)� + e) :In the unique representation of �1e0 the exponent a1e0 was bounded by a1e0 <p�0 . We can represent �p�01e0 by the other generators and get a relation [�p�01e0 ] =Qi2FeQfj=1[�ij ]aij [��]a� with a1e0 = 0. From this relation and the (known) ordersof the other generators a basis of the group (1 + p)=(1 + p)m can be derived bycomputing the Smith Normal Form of the relation matrix.A unique representation of an element in (1+p)=(1+p)m can be obtained easilywith a slightly modi�ed version of algorithm 3.5. If the base level �0 of a level � ise0 and � � pe=(p� 1) then !01 is set to hs33 (!�) and the vector a representing a upto level � has to be altered accordingly (note that a 2 Zfe+1 in this case).To obtain a set of generators of (1 + p)=(1 + pm) in case II and case IIa theelements !1 and !� must be computed. Denote by Q the matrix representing theFrobenius automorphism x 7! xp in the �nite �eld ok=p. Then !0 is the p�0�1-throot of a nontrivial element from the kernel of Q� "I and !� can be chosen fromok=p n range(Q� "I).Proposition 3.8. In case IIa (see corollary 3.7) a basis of (1 + p)=(1 + pm) canbe computed in O�ef log pep�1Mpm + TFp(f)� bit operations. In case II (see theorem3.6) a set of generators and a relation matrix can be computed in O�ef log p(m +ep�1 )Mpm +m(Dpm + TFp(f))� bit operations.Let �(�11; : : : ; �fe; ��);M) be a representation of (1 + p)=(1 + pm) as givenby theorem 3.6. Let S = TLMTR be the Smith normal form of M . Then�TR(�11; : : : ; �fe; ��)T �T is a basis of (1 + p)=(1 + pm) which can be computedin O�(efm log p+ e2f2)Mmp � bit operations.Proposition 3.9. In case II a basis of the group (1+p)=(1+pm) can be obtained inO�ef(m log p+ ep�1 log p+ ef)Mpm+m(Dpm +TFp(f))+S(ef)� bit operations. Thediscrete logarithm of an element can be computed in O�m(Dpmok + TFp(f) + f log p �Mpm) +M(1; ef; ef)� bit operations.4. Quadratic MethodsThe quadratic method by Cohen, Diaz y Diaz, and Olivier [CDO96, CDO98,Coh00] is based on the following fact.Lemma 4.1. Let k be an algebraic number �eld with maximal order ok and letp � ok be a prime ideal. If l � m � 2l then	 : (1 + pl)=(1 + pm)! (pl=pm)+; [1 + a] 7! ais an isomorphism.A basis of the additive group pl=pm can be computed easily. Let w be an integralbasis of ok, let pl and pm (1 � l � m) be given by the matrices A respectively B,so that wl = Aw (wm = Bw) is a Z-basis of pl (pm). The matrix BA�1 representsthe elements of pm by the elements of pl, as wm = BA�1Aw = BAwl Thus BA�1is the matrix of relations of the additive group pl=pm and the components of wl are



8 FLORIAN HESS, SEBASTIAN PAULI, AND MICHAEL E. POHSTits generators. Hence pl=pm is represented by (wl; BA�1). If wl = (wl1; � � � ; wln)Twe get the representation(g;M) := 0B@0B@1 + wl1...1 + wln1CA ; BA�11CAfor (1 + pl)=(1 + pm) by generators and relations.In order to obtain a representation of [b] 2 (1 + pl)=(1 + pm) by g we need to�nd a = (a1; � � � ; an) with [b� 1] = [Pni=1 aiwli], then [b] = [Qni=1(1+wli)ai ] holdsby lemma 4.1. Let b 2 Zn with b� 1 = bw, then bw = aAw. A solution a 2 Zn ofthe equation b = aA gives the desired representation.Let k; l;m with k � l � m and l � m � 2l be given. Denote the class 1 + amodulo (1 + pj) by [1 + a]j .By the isomorphism theorem the sequence1 ! (1 + pl)=(1 + pm) 	! (1 + pk)=(1 + pm) �! (1 + pk)=(1 + pl) ! 1[1 + a]m 7! [1 + a]m 7! [1 + a]l:is exact.By the de�nition of the map � we have �([h]m) = [h]l. We are looking for amatrix P with N [h]m = P	([g]m). We compute the matrix P by applying themethod for computing the representation of elements in (1+pl)=(1+pm) to N [h]m.We obtain the representation ��hg� ;�N �P0 M �� :for (1+pk)=(1+pm). In order to compute (1+p)=(1+pm) one computes iteratively(1 + p)=(1 + p2); (1 + p)=(1 + p4); : : : ; (1 + p)=(1 + p2s); (1 + p)=(1 + pm);where s = blog2(m)c.Algorithm 4.2 (Generators and relations, quadratic method).Input: ok; p � ok;m 2 Z>0, integral basis w of okOutput: Generators and relations of (g;M) of (1 + p)=(1 + pm)� Compute generators and relations (h;N) of (1 + p)=(1 + p2):� Compute matrix representations A;B 2 Zn�n of p; p2.� Set g  (g1; : : : ; gn) with gi = 1 +Awi for 1 � i � n.� Set M  BA�1.� Set k  2, s 2.� While l 6= m:� Set l min(2s;m).� Compute generators and relations (h;N) of (1 + pk)=(1 + pl):� Compute matrix representations A;B 2 Zn�n of pk; pl.� Set h (h1; : : : ; hn) with hi = 1 +Awi for 1 � i � n.� Set N  BA�1.� Compute P , such that Nh = Pg using algorithm 4.3 below.� Replace g  � hg �, M  �N �P0 M �.� Set k  l, s s+ 1.� Return (g;M).



COMPUTING THE MULTIPLICATIVE GROUP OF RESIDUE CLASS RINGS 9A representation of the class of � 2 ok in (1 + p)=(1 + pm) by generators ascomputed with algorithm 4.2 can be obtained with the following algorithm.Algorithm 4.3 (Discrete logarithm in (1 + p)=(1 + pm), quadratic method).Input: A maximal order ok, a integral basis w = (w1; : : : ; wn) of ok, aprime ideal p � ok, m 2 N, � 2 1 + pOutput: a such that [ag] = [�], where g is a set of generators of (1+p)=(1+pm) as given by algorithm 4.2� Set k  1, a ( ).� While k 6= m:� Set l min(2k;m).� Discrete logarithm in in (1 + pk)=(1 + pl):� Find b 2 Zn, such that � � 1 = bw.� Let A 2 Zn�n be a matrix representation of pk. Set c bA�1.� Set �  � � (Qni=1(1 +Awi)ci)�1� Replace a (a c), k  l.� Return a.Matrix representations of p, p2 to pm and the inverses of these matrices can becomputed in O�logm(nMpm + TZ(n))� bit operations. Algorithm 4.3 computes arepresentation of an element of (1 + p)=(1 + pm) in O�nm log pMpm + logmDpm�bit operations. Algorithm 4.2 returns generators and relations of (1 + p)=(1 +pm) in O�n2m log pMpm + n logmDpm + logmTZ(n)� bit operations including thecomputation of the data above.Proposition 4.4. A basis of the group (1 + p)=(1 + pm) can be obtained withthe number of bit operations being O�nm log p(n + logm)Mpm + n logmDpm +logmTZ(n)) + S(n logm;n logm)� and the discrete logarithm can be computed inO�nm log pMpm + logmDpm +M(1; n logm;n logm)�5. p-adic LogarithmsIn this section we present a third approach to the computation of the discretelogarithm in (1+p)=(1+pm). These methods can also be used for the computationof generators and relations of (1 + p)=(1 + pm) [Coh00, chapter 4].For levels greater than e=(p� 1) the p-adic logarithm can be used for the com-putation of the discrete logarithm. De�nelogp(1 + x) := 1Xi=1(�1)i�1xii and expp(x) := 1Xi=0 xii! :Proposition 5.1. Let p be a prime ideal over the prime number p with rami�cationindex e = vp(p).i.) The expansion for logp(1 + x) converges p-adically if and only if vp(x) � 1.ii.) Let x; y 2 k with vp(x) � 1 and vp(y) � 1 then logp�(1 + x)(1 + y)� =logp(1 + x) logp(1 + y).iii.) Let x 2 k with vp(x) > e=(p� 1) then logp�expp(x)� = x and expp�logp(1 +x)� = 1 + x.iv.) For any integers l and m with m > l � 1+ be=(p� 1)c the functions logp andexpp are inverse isomorphisms between the multiplicative group (1 + pl)=(1 +pm) and the additive group pl=pm.



10 FLORIAN HESS, SEBASTIAN PAULI, AND MICHAEL E. POHSTRemark 5.2. Assume vp(x) > e=(p� 1) and i = ps. Thenvp(xi=i) = vp(xps=ps) = psvp(x) � es > pse=(p� 1)� es > e(ps�1 � s):The inequality e(ps�1 � s) > m holds if i = ps > pm � pm=e. Thus logp can beapproximated by computing the �rst m summands of the series for p - i and thesummands up to i = pm for p j i.The p-adic logarithm modulo pm can be computed in O(mMpm) bit operations.Artin-Hasse logarithms yield an inductive method for the computation of thegroup (1 + p)=(1 + pm) of the discrete logarithm similar to the quadratic methodsin the previous section. The quadratic methods exploited the isomorphisms (1 +pk)=(1 + p2k) �= pk=p2k; the Artin-Hasse logarithm gives the isomorphisms (1 +pk)=(1 + ppk) �= pk=ppk. Hence less iterations are necessary using the Artin-Hasselogarithm. De�neL(1 + x) := p�1Xi=1(�1)i�1 xii and E(x) := p�1Xi=0 xii! :Proposition 5.3. Let p be a prime ideal over the prime number p.i.) The nonzero monomials of the polynomialL�(1 + x)(1 + y)�� L(1 + x)� L(1 + y)are of the form xkyl with k + l � p.ii.) If vp(x) = k then E(L(1 + x)) � 1 + x mod ppk.iii.) If k < l � pk then the map(1 + pk)=(1 + pl)! pk=pl; (1 + x) 7! L(1 + x)is a group isomorphism.6. Computing the Group of Principal Units and the DiscreteLogarithmA major advantage of the basis (respectively unique) representation of the prin-cipal units as given in section 3 is that the structure of the group is given directly.In section 8 we will see how the fact that we know which basis elements are gener-ators for which level can be exploited in the computation of conductors of ray classgroups and more general ideal class groups. Very few computations are needed forthe computation of a basis of the multiplicative group of the residue class ring.We combine the methods from sections 3, 4, and 5 to a more e�cient algorithm.We use the generators given by theorems 3.3 and 3.6, the quadratic methods forthe discrete logarithm for levels up to pep�1 ; for levels greater than pep�1 we use thep-adic logarithm for the computation of the discrete logarithm.The following algorithm is formulated for case I only. A version for case IIrequires only minor changes.Algorithm 6.1 (Discrete Logarithm, combined).Input: � 2 1 + p, ok, p � ok, e, f , p, m 2 Z>0, a basis (�11; : : : ; �fe) of(1 + p)=(1 + pm) as in theorem 3.3.Output: a 2 Zef such that [aT (�11; : : : ; �fe)] = [�].� Set k  1, a = (a11; : : : ; afe) 0.� While k < min�m; d pep�1e	:



COMPUTING THE MULTIPLICATIVE GROUP OF RESIDUE CLASS RINGS 11� Set l min�2k;m; d pep�1e	.� Compute a basis �11 = �ps11t1 ; : : : ; �f1 = �ps1ft1 ; : : : ; �fr = �pstftr of(1 + pk)=(1 + pl).� Find (c11; : : : ; cfr) 2 N with c11(�11 � 1) + � � �+ cfr(�fr � 1) = � � 1.� Replace �  �=Qr�=1Qfi=1 �ci�i� .� Replace a1t1  a1t1 + ps1c11; : : : ; aftr  aftr + psrcrf .� Replace k  l.� If k < m then:� Compute a basis �11 = logp �ps111 ; : : : ; �f1 = logp �ps1f1 ; : : : ; �fe = logp �psefeof pk=pm.� Set   logp �. Find (c11; : : : ; cfe) 2 N. with c11�11 + � � �+ cfe�fe = .� Replace a �a11 + ps1c11; : : : ; aef + psecfe�� Return a.The number of basis elements for (1+pk)=(1+pl) which are p-th powers of gener-ators of lower levels is at most f pep�1 � ef . Thus the �i� for levels less than pep�1 canbe computed in O�log pep�1� pep�1 � e�Mpm� bit operations. The �i� for levels greaterthan pep�1 can be computed in O�ef log pMpm +mMpm� bit operations. In additionit is convenient to have matrix representations of the ideal pp; pp2 ; : : : ; p pep�1 ; pm inorder to reduce the representations in pk=pl. The matrix representations of theseideals can be computed in O�logm(nMpm + TZ(n))� bit operations. Computingthe Hermite Normal form of the matrices (�11 : : : �fe) in advance will speed upthe computation of the discrete logarithm, this can be done in O�log pep�1TZ(n)�.Proposition 6.2. In case I and case IIa (case II) a basis (unique) representationof an element in (1 + p)=(1 + pm) can be computed inO��m+ log pep�1ef log p�Mpm�bit operations. Assume m � pep�1 . Then in case I and case IIa a basis of (1 +p)=(1 + pm) can be computed inO�(n logm+m+ ef log p)Mpm + logmT(n)�bit operations. In case II a basis of (1 + p)=(1 + pm) can be computed with thenumber of bit operations beingO�(n logm+m+ ef log p log pep�1 )Mpm + logmT(n) + S(ef)�:7. Computing Ray Class GroupsLet m0 be an integral ideal and m1 a formal product of real in�nite places of k.Then m := m0m1 is called a congruence module. Let a(i) 2 C be the ith conjugateof a 2 k. Multiplicative congruences with respect to a �nite place contained in thecongruence module are de�ned bya � 1 mod� pm :, vp(a� 1) � mand for a real in�nite place p(i)1 bya � 1 mod� (p(i)1 )m :, a(i) > 0:Let Im := fa 2 Ik j gcd(a;m0) = 1g and Hm := f(a) 2 Hk j a � 1 mod� mg. Thenthe ray class group modulo m is de�ned as Clmk := Im=Hm.



12 FLORIAN HESS, SEBASTIAN PAULI, AND MICHAEL E. POHSTLet Hm := fa 2 Hk j gcd(a;m0) = 1gg, km := fa 2 k j a � 1 mod� mg,km := fa 2 k j gcd((a);m0) = 1g, Uk the group of units of ok and Um := fu 2Uk j u � 1 mod� mg. We will compute the ray class group Clmk in the way thefollowing diagram from [Lan94] suggests. Im ! Ikj jkm ! Hm ! Hkj jUk ! Ukkm ! Hmj jUm ! kmWe note that corresponding vertical lines represent isomorphisms of factor groups.Horizontal arrows denote natural embeddings.Algorithm 7.1 (Ray Class Group).Input: ok;Uk;Clk;m = m0m1Output: Clmk� Compute km=km �= (ok=m0)� �Qpjm1R�=R�>0 .� Compute Uk=Um via the image of Uk in km=km.� Factor (km=km) by (Uk=Um).� Compute generators of Clk which are prime to m0.� Compute a basis of Clmk .We already described the computation of (ok=m0)�. For the computation ofkm=km we also need generators of km1=km1 �= Qpjm1R�=R�>0 . Assume m1 =p(�1)1 � � � p(�s)1 . We are looking for generators #i of the group km1=km1 satisfying#i � 1 mod� m0. The approximation theorem assures the existence of #1; : : : ; #ssubject to #j � �1 mod� p(�j)1 ;#j � 1 mod� p(�i)1 ; i = 1; : : : ; s; i 6= j ;#j � 1 mod� m0 :Let a1; : : : ; an be a basis of m0, and let x 2 Zn be a solution of the system ofinequalities 1 + x1a(�j)1 + � � �+ xna(�j)n < 01 + x1a(�i)1 + � � �+ xna(�i)n > 0; i = 1; : : : ; s; i 6= j :Then #j = x(a1; : : : ; an)T ful�ls the congruences listed above. To obtain x we solvea system of linear equations1 + �x1a(�j)1 + � � �+ �xna(�j)n = �a1 + �x1a(�i)1 + � � �+ �xna(�i)n = a; i = 1; : : : ; s; i 6= jfor a := 12Pni=1 jaij. From the real solution �x of that system we then obtain x byrounding all coordinates to their closest integer: xi = b�xie (1 � i � s).We compute the groupU=Um via the image ofU in km=km. For this we calculatethe images of a system of generators of U in km=km. Then the factor group of the�nite groups km=km and U=Um is calculated by computing a normal form for thematrix of relations for the generators as outlined in [CDO96].



COMPUTING THE MULTIPLICATIVE GROUP OF RESIDUE CLASS RINGS 13Algorithms for the computation of class groups of algebraic number �elds arepresented in [Coh93], [Hes96], and [PZ89]. Generators of the class group which areprime to m0 are easily calculated by algorithm 7 in [Coh96]. It remains to computethe factor group of Im=Hm and Hm=Hm to get Clmk = Im=Hm.8. Computing Conductors, Discriminants and SignaturesLet m be a congruence module and Clmk = Im=Hm be the ray class group modulom. Let Jm be an ideal group which can be de�ned with m, i.e. which satis�esIm � Jm � HmThe conductor f of an ideal group is the smallest congruence module f with whichthat ideal group can be de�ned.In the sequel we explain how to calculate conductors of ray class groups. Fromthe diagram of the previous section it is clear that we do not need to compute theentire ray class group. It clearly su�ces to compute Hm=Hm �= (km=km)=(U=Um).An ideal group, which can be de�ned with m1 and with m2, can also be de�nedwith gcd(m1;m2). Hence, if for each p j m the integer jp is the largest exponentsuch that np = m=pjp is integral and that Hnp=Hnp = Hm=Hm, then f is is thegreatest common divisor of all these np. We determine jp as the largest integer ifor which the groups Hm=Hm and Hm=pi=Hm=pi still coincide.It can be easily deduced from theorems 3.3 and 3.6 that for any prime ideal pand any k > 0 the same representatives for the classes of generators can be usedfor kpk=kpk and kpk�1=kpk�1 . With respect to basis representations of (ok=pk)� weonly need to change the orders of the generators to get a basis for (ok=pk�1)�. Inthe case of a unique representation, also the relation for �p�01e0 must be replaced bythe order of �1e0 in the step from level k = pep�1 to level k � 1 = pep�1 � 1.Since the same representatives for the classes of generators of kpk=kpk andkpk�1=kpk�1 can be chosen, the representation of the image of the generators of Uby the generators of kpk=kpk is a representation by the generators of kpk�1=kpk�1as well. So the relation matrix of (kpk�1=kpk�1)=(U=Upk�1) can be derived fromthe relation matrix of (kpk=kpk)=(U=Upk ) by a simple change of the orders of thegenerators and, in the case of a unique representation, also by replacing the relationfor �1e0 as described above.The same can be done for (kn=kn)=(U=Un) and (kn=p=kn=p)=(U=Un=p) sincethey are direct products of groups (ok=pk)� and the corresponding groups for thein�nite places. A comparison can easily be carried out via the Hermite normal formsof the corresponding relation matrices. It is even faster to consider the diagonalelements of the Hermite normal form of the �rst relation matrix and to determinewhether the changed orders for the second matrix change the Hermite normal form.The in�nite places are treated similarly.Let Jm be an ideal group de�ned with m. For n j m let � denote the surjectionfrom Clmk to Clnk. For the computation of the conductor of Im=Jm we use thatClmk =(Jm=Hm) �= Im=Jm. For Clnk=�(Jm=Hm) = Clmk =(Jm=Hm) the ideal classgroup Im=Jm can also be de�ned with n. We proceed as in the case of ray classgroups; we compare the groups Clnk=�(Jm=Hm) and Clmk =(Jm=Hm) via their rela-tion matrices, which in addition to the relations for Hm=Hm contain the relationsfor the generators of Clk and the relation for the factorisation by Jm=Hm.



14 FLORIAN HESS, SEBASTIAN PAULI, AND MICHAEL E. POHSTLet K=k be the ray class �eld corresponding to the module m. In [CDO98,Theorem 3.3] Cohen, Oliver and Diaz y Diaz develop a formula for the relativediscriminant dK=k. For n j m set hn;Jm := #(Clnk=�(Jm=Hm)). Then the relativediscriminant is dK=k = Ypjm0 pmphm;Jm�P1�k�mp hm=pk;Jm :The ray class numbers hm=pk;Jm can be easily computed with the same methodswhich we used for the conductor. Finally, let (r1; r2) be the signature of k and(R1; R2) the signature of K. Specialising the formula for signatures of ray class�elds from [CDO98, Theorem 3.3] we get R1 = r1hf;Jm .9. The global function field caseIn this section we discuss the respective theory and algorithms in the globalfunction �eld case.9.1. Ray divisor class groups. Let k=Fq denote a global function �eld over thein k algebraically closed �nite �eld of q elements and characteristic p. Unlike thenumber �eld case, for global function �elds there is no canonical maximal order.It is hence more natural to work with divisors instead of ideals. Let D denote thegroup of divisors and P the subgroup of principal divisors (a), a 2 k�. The divisorclass group Cl is de�ned as D=P.Let m 2 D be an e�ective divisor, which we again call congruence module. Fora 2 k we say that a � 1 mod� m, if vp(a�1) � vp(m) for all places pjm. We furtherde�ne the subgroups Dm := f a 2 D j gcd(a;m) = 0 g, Pm := P \Dm, km := f a 2k� j (a) 2 Pm g, km := f a 2 km j a � 1 mod� m g and Pm := f (a) 2 Pm j a 2 km g.The ray divisor class group Clm for the congruence module m is de�ned as Dm=Pm.Let H be a subgroup of Dm and UH := f a 2 km j (a) 2 H g. We then obtain thefollowing diagram, similar to the number �eld case: Dm ! Dj jkm ! Pm ! H +Pm ! H +Pj j jUH ! UH km ! H \Pm +Pm ! H +Pmj jUH \ km ! km:(1)Again corresponding vertical lines represent isomorphisms of factor groups andhorizontal arrows denote natural embeddings. For H = f0g we have UH = F�q .Using this in the diagram (1) we get the canonical exact sequence of abelian groups0 �! F�q �! km=km �! Clm �! Dm=Pm �! 0:(2)In view of [CDO98, Proposition 1.2] this means that in order to compute Clm weneed to compute generators and relations for Dm=Pm and km=F�q km. To link thesewe also need to compute the actual elements of km=F�q km corresponding to relationsof Dm=Pm and to express these in the generators of km=F�q km.The computation of generators and relations for Cl = D=P is described in[Hes99]. From these generators and relations corresponding to divisors and principaldivisors in Dm and Pm respectively can for example be obtained by applying theapproximation theorem analogously to the number �eld case. The actual element



COMPUTING THE MULTIPLICATIVE GROUP OF RESIDUE CLASS RINGS 15in km (mod F�q km) corresponding to a relation, ie. the generator of a principaldivisor in Pm, can e�ciently be computed. Furthermore it is also possible to �ndthe expression of a divisor class (given by a divisor) in the generators of Cl. Fordetails we refer to [Hes99].Once generators and relations for Clm are computed as above the task of ex-pressing a given element of Clm represented by a divisor a 2 Dm can be solved asfollows: We �rst express a in the representatives of the generators of Dm=Pm, up toa principal divisor (b) in Pm for b 2 km. Then b is expressed in the representativesof the generators of km=F�q km, up to an element of F�q km.9.2. Multiplicative groups of residue class rings. We are left to describe howgenerators and relations for km=F�q km are computed and how an element of km(mod F�q km) can be expressed in these generators.We �rst consider km=km. Let op denote the valuation ring of p such that p isthe maximal ideal of op. It is straightforward to see that the canonical map ofmultiplicative groups km �! Qpjm�op=pvp(m)�� has kernel km. Using the weakapproximation theorem we also see that it is surjective so that we obtain km=km �=Qpjm�op=pvp(m)��, in analogy to the number �eld case. Once we have generatorsand relations for each of the �op=pvp(m)�� their disjoint union will give generatorsand relations for km=km. We remark that we do not have to compute actualelements of km. We obtain generators and relations for km=F�q km by expressing agenerator of F�q in the generators of km=km and by adding the obtained expressionto the relations of km=km. Finally, to �nd the expression of an element of km(mod F�q km) in the generators we do so for every local factor �op=pvp(m)��.We next need to explain how generators and relations for �op=pm�� for m 2 Z�1can be determined and how an element in o�p (mod pm) can be expressed in thesegenerators. In analogy to the number �eld case we have �op=pm�� �= (op=p)�� (1+p)=(1 + pm) where (op=p)� is mapped to the group of (qdeg(p) � 1)th roots of unityin �op=pm��.We denote (1 + pm) by U (m)p for m � 1. It is well known that the order ofU (1)p =U (m)p is (qdeg(p))m�1. For a 2 R�0 and letting minfg := 0 we de�ne daep :=minf pl j a � pl; l 2 Z�0g. The next lemma immediately gives us generators andrelations for U (1)p =U (m)p .Lemma 9.1. Let � 2 pnp2 and B be a system of representatives in op of a basis ofthe Fp -vector space op=p. Let U�;j denote the subgroup of U (1)p =U (m)p generated by(1+��j)U (m)p for � 2 B and j � 1, j coprime to p. The groups U�;j have pairwisetrivial intersection and are of order jU�;j j = dm=jep. Moreover,U (1)p =U (m)p = Y fU�;j j� 2 B; 1 � j � m� 1; gcd(j; p) = 1 g:Proof. Follows from [A99, p. 39].Assume for given a 2 U (1)p =U (m)p we want to �nd the expression of a as a powerproduct of the generators of the Lemma. The most elementary way of achievingthis is by a Gaussian elimination procedure as done in Algorithm 3.5. The methodsof section 4 can also be used. The p-adic logarithm in section 5 does not carry over,because we work in characteristic p and would have to divide by p in the seriesexpansion of logp and expp. However, the Artin-Hasse logarithm can be applied,



16 FLORIAN HESS, SEBASTIAN PAULI, AND MICHAEL E. POHSTProposition 5.3 remains true in characteristic p. This appears to be a very e�cientway for computing the expression of a in the generators.9.3. Conductors. Let H be a subgroup of Clm. If m0 � m is another congruencemodule we have a natural epimorphism �m0 : Clm �! Clm0 . There is a uniquesmallest congruence module f � m such that Clf=�f(H) �= Clm=H . This congru-ence module is called the conductor of H . The conductor of Clm is de�ned to bethe conductor of its zero subgroup H = f0g.Using the de�nition there is a straightforward way of computing the conductorof a subgroup H of Clm. Namely, we successively check for all smaller congruencemodules m0 < m whether the isomorphy holds. If not, we take the next m0. If yes,we replace m by m0 and H by �(H) and start from the beginning. At the end, mis smallest possible. Because of the uniqueness property m must be the conductorof the original H .A more explicit way is given by the diagram (1) above. Assume the subgroupof Clm is the image of a divisor group H � Dm. The conductor is a smallestcongruence module m0 such that UH km0=km0 �= UH km=km. In the case of H = f0gwe see from the exact sequence (2) above and since the cardinality of (op=pm)�changes if m changes that m already is the conductor of Clm. The computation ofthe conductor for general H using the isomorphy amounts to two major steps:In the �rst step we need to determine generators of UH . If h1; : : : ; hr are thedivisor classes in Cl of the generators of H we compute the kernel of Zr �! Cl,(�i)i 7! Pi �ihi. To carry out this computation we need to know generators andrelations of Cl and need to express the classes hi in these generators. From thekernel we obtain a basis of H \Pm and can reconstruct the corresponding elementsin UH .In the second step we express the generators of UH in the generators ofkm=km. Joining these expressions and the relations of km=km yields the relationsof km=UH km. Now, analogously to the number �eld case, for smaller m0 there isno need to recompute the expressions for the generators of UH . We only have toadjust the orders of the generators of km=km in the relation matrix for km0=UH km0 .Once we obtain a di�erent relation module, m0 is too small. Successive testing anddescending again exhibits the smallest congruence module preserving the isomor-phy.9.4. Class �eld discriminants and genera. Let m be a congruence module.From class �eld theory we know that the �nite abelian extensionsK=k of conductorless than or equal to m correspond inclusion reversing to subgroups H of Clm of�nite index. The conductor of K=k is equal to the conductor of H .Let hm0;H := Clm0=�m0(H) for the natural epimorphism �m0 : Clm �! Clm0and let dK=k denote the discriminant of K=k. Using the same proof as in [CDO98]we obtain dK=k = hm;H m�Xpjm0@vp(m)Xk=1 hm�kp;H1A p:Let deg(H) := minf deg(a) j a + Pm 2 H g. Because H is of �nite index in Clm,deg(H) � 1 holds. Let Fq1 be the full constant �eld of K. From class �eld theorywe have [K : k] = hm;H and [Fq1 : Fq ] = deg(H). Furthermore, the norm of thedi�erent of K=k down to k equals dK=k, and [Fq1 : Fq ]-times the degree of the



COMPUTING THE MULTIPLICATIVE GROUP OF RESIDUE CLASS RINGS 17di�erent equals the degree of the discriminant. If gk and gK denote the genus of kand K respectively we obtain from the Hurwitz genus formuladeg(H)(gK � 1) = hm;H �gk � 1 + deg(m)2 �� 12Xpjm0@vp(m)Xk=1 hm�kp;H1Adeg(p):Using the methods from section 9.3 we can compute the numbers hm�kp;H easily.We are thus able to determine the discriminant dK=k and the genus gK.10. ExamplesThe following examples illustrate the e�ciency of our method for calculating thestructure of the multiplicative group of residue class rings.Let k = Q(�) for �6 + 6�5 � 12�4 � �3 � 6�2 + 9� + 20 = 0. We choose thefollowing prime ideals: p3 = (3; 2 + 2� + �2), ep3 = 3, fp3 = 2; p19a = (19; 4 + �),ep19a = 2, fp19a = 1; p19b = (19; 13 + 4�+ �2), ep19b = 1, fp19b = 2;m #(ok=m)� (ok=pm)� timep3 8 C8 40 msp23 72 C8 � C3 � C3 60 msp33 648 C8 � C3 � C3 � C3 � C3 70 msp43 5832 C8 � C9 � C9 � C3 � C3 80 msp53 52488 C8 � C9 � C9 � C3 � C3 � C3 � C3 100 msp63 472392 C8 � C9 � C9 � C9 � C9 � C3 � C3 100 msp419a 123462 C18 � C361 � C19 90 msp419b 16936517160 C360 � C6859 � C6859 160 msIn the next table we present several ray class groups and their conductors (de-noted f).Let k = Q(�) for �3 � 21�+ 28 = 0. The class group Clk is isomorphic to C3.m f (ok=m)� Clmk time(4) = (papbpc)2 (1) C32 C3 100 msp10a p2b (1) C2 � C256 � C2 C3 160 msp10a p3b p2ap3b C2 � C256 � C2 � C2 C6 170 ms(3) = p33 (1) C2 � C9 � C3 C3 40 msp43p(1)1 p(2)1 (1) C2 � C9 � C3 � C22 C3 40 msp43p(1)1 p(2)1 p(3)1 p3p(1)1 p(2)1 p(3)1 C2 � C9 � C3 C6 90 msp73 p53 C2 � C27 � C9 � C3 C9 70 msp103 p83 C2 � C81 � C27 � C9 C27 100 ms
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